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Abstract 
 

Introduction: Siddha is one of the Tamils most ancient medicines as preserved 

the mother of the medical system. The expression of siddha means prominent 

truth of “one whom consummate” and mentions to completed proprietors giving 

to Hindu belief. The primary health care is usually consummate only by tireless 

meditation over many lifetimes. Siddha system of medicine is as oldest as 

mankind and dominated the civilization. There are some people who claim that 

Ayurvrda is the oldest medical system, but from the research done with the help 

of available historical data ti is evident that siddha Medicine is much oldest. 

Purpose: To enhance the innovation of siddha graduates contribution for 

frequency of using their role in protection, effectiveness, excellence service and 

traditional use of primary health care to the civilizations. Occasionally situation 

arises when the diseases cannot be cured in the modern era. Siddha medical 

system is not gaining appropriate reputation because of some hurdles are 

established. The immediate requirement is to ensure the adaptable course 

regarding the quality and important practice of this degree.  

Design: It has to identify the nature doctors’ clinical system to provide affective 

primary health care service. The research consist Mixed method was used. The 

sample consists 75 graduates. Primary data was collected through distributed 

questionnaires and secondary data were collected Magazines, reports and etc. to 

determine the contribution of primary health care activities of siddha graduates. 

Findings and Recommendations: This study highlighted the siddha medicine 

primary healthcare man power request which takes to be seriously spoken while 

the respondents have influenced that may be siddha prime health-care smarter it 

is significant to demand to the prime health care practice. The present structure 

need be produced to accelerative by the explosive of Tamil to other part of the 

world. Based on the findings of the study it was recommended that it is an 

essential service for inspiration of siddha medical graduates to deliver their 

service in countryside their attraction, retaining and certification of human 

resource executive approaches to answer suitable technical hitches.  

Practical implication: The state sector interest more number of health experts 

just before to the siddha primary health care service. The information of siddha 

technology influences siddha Graduate behaviors to establish a Nurture Doctors 
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clinical system. The key tendency is recognized in health authorities to pursuer 

siddha medicine studies is a cost-effective method with public. 
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